Concentration effects on spontaneous and amplified emission in benzo[c]fluorenes.
Deep-blue-emitting benzo[c]fluorene-cored compounds featuring twisted peripheral moieties for suppressed concentration quenching of emission were synthesized and investigated as potential materials for light amplification. This detailed study of the effect of concentration on the spontaneous and stimulated emission, excited-state lifetime and susceptibility to form aggregates obtained for different benzofluorenes, has enabled the understanding of the concentration dependence of the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) threshold and revealed the optimal concentration for the lowest threshold. The weak concentration quenching accompanied by high fluorescence quantum yield (>40%) and radiative decay rate (>5 × 10(8) s(-1)) have enabled the attainment of the lowest ASE threshold in the neat amorphous film of benzofluorene bearing dihexylfluorenyl peripheral moieties. Aggregate formation was found to negligibly affect the emission efficiency of the benzofluorene films; however, it drastically increased ASE threshold via the enhanced scattering of directional stimulated emission, and thereby implied the necessity to utilize homogeneous glassy films as the lasing medium. Although the bulky dihexylfluorenyl groups at the periphery ensured the formation of glassy benzofluorene films with the ASE threshold as low as 900 W cm(-2) (under nanosecond excitation), they adversely affected carrier drift mobility, which implied a tradeoff between ASE and charge transport properties for the lasing materials utilized in the neat form. Such a low ASE threshold attained in air is among the lowest reported for solution-processed neat films. The low threshold and enhanced photostability of benzofluorenes against fluorene compounds in air show great potential for benzofluorene-cored molecular glasses as active media for lasing applications.